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Introduction This white paper demonstrates how to implement an inexpensive disaster recovery solution in the cloud. It is intended for systems administrators or database administrators who want to protect a production SQL Server and who do not have a separate data center or another colocation site. In this paper you’ll learn how to do the following: ● Copy your SQL Server databases to Google Cloud Storage ● Spin up a SQL Server VM in Google Compute Engine to test your backups ● Use our free scripts to restore your backups to the most recent point in time ● Test the backups to help make sure they’re corruption-free With conventional database transaction log shipping, every time the primary SQL Server takes a log backup, another SQL Server notices the newly created backup file and restores it. This way, you’ve always got a ready-to-go standby SQL Server. But this can get expensive. Using the cloud approach, you still take log backups at a regular interval and then sync those files up to the cloud. When disaster strikes (or you want to just test your backups), you spin up a SQL Server in the cloud, restore those backups, and test your databases to check for corruption. Syncing the backup files up into the cloud can be the most challenging step in the process. Here are some issues to keep in mind: ● These files may not be small (especially your full backups). ● The files may not be stored on your SQL Server (for example, you might be writing your backups to a file share or UNC path). ● Your Internet bandwidth may be limited. ● You’re going to rely on command-line tools for the syncing.



Before you begin This tutorial makes the following assumptions: ● ●



You already have a production SQL Server up and running. You’re writing your backups locally to the D: drive. (This isn’t a best practice -- it’s best to write your backups to a network share, but doing it this way keeps this white paper simple.)
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●



You’re using Windows Server 2016 and SQL Server 2016 for this project. (Almost everything should work similarly on previous versions, but test it thoroughly.)



About the licensing High availability and disaster recovery licensing gets tricky for SQL Server, especially when you’re spanning between on-premises servers and cloud servers. Before SQL Server 2012, you got one no charge standby SQL Server for every active primary server that you licensed. You could leave that standby up and running, constantly restoring your transaction log backups. Starting with SQL Server 2012, you must be licensed with Software Assurance in order to get the “no charge” standby server. Software Assurance is the ongoing maintenance fee for SQL Server that gets you upgrades, plus a few other benefits (like virtualization mobility.) To learn more about SQL Server licensing, start here: ● SQL Server Licensing Simplified Into 7 Rules ● How to Ask a SQL Server Licensing Question In Google Compute Engine, there are two ways to license your SQL Server. ●



With pay-per-use licensing, your Compute Engine virtual machine (VM) hourly cost includes licensing. Google manages the licensing logistics with Microsoft. Your hourly costs are higher, but you have complete flexibility to ramp your costs up and down whenever you want.



●



With bring-your-own-licensing (BYOL), your Compute Engine VM costs are lower because the licensing isn’t included. You must purchase your own SQL Server licensing from Microsoft (like using your passive-standby benefit from Software Assurance), which means paying up front, and you don’t have much flexibility here. However, for companies with very stable usage needs, or with no charge/discounted licensing through Microsoft licensing agreements, this can end up being cheaper. If you’re installing Developer Edition, or if you’re very confident in your Software Assurance benefits, using this approach may be a good idea.



The example in this tutorial minimizes licensing by only spinning a server up every now and then to test your backups. To play it safe, consider pay-per-use licensing here.
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Creating a storage bucket to hold your backups 1. 2. 3. 4.



Open the Google Cloud Platform Console. Open the Google Cloud Storage browser. Click Create Bucket. In the Create Bucket dialog, specify a name and select the storage class and regional location. Note: To pick a regional location, consider the following points about what you are protecting: ●



If you’re protecting an on-premises server, Compute Engine is probably your disaster recovery failover site. Consider picking a region close enough to your server rack, but far enough away that you’re not worried about a single disaster knocking out both your servers and Compute Engine.



●



If you’re protecting a server hosted in the cloud, don’t pick the same region where your primary SQL Server lives. This file must be available in the event that an entire Compute Engine region goes dark.



5. Click Create.
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Copying SQL Server backups to the cloud You use the gsutil tool, which comes with Google Cloud SDK, to access Cloud Storage. Note:  If your primary server is in Compute Engine, you already have g  sutil installed, so you can skip to the next section. Install Google Cloud SDK on the machine that hosts your SQL Server’s backup files: ● This white paper’s first example backs up to the D: drive on the SQL Server itself. ● This white paper’s second example backs up to a network share. Install the SDK on the file server so that it can manage the file synchronization process without bothering SQL Server. Tip: If you’re doing this for the first time, do it on your desktop with a local development SQL Server instance. (Don’t install anything on your primary file server without knowing how it works first.)



Ship backups from SQL Server This section covers how to ship the backup files from the SQL Server to the cloud, and how to install and configure Google Cloud SDK if you are shipping the backup files from a backup share server to the cloud.



Download and install Google Cloud SDK 1. 2. 3. 4.



Download Google Cloud SDK then launch the installer on the primary server. Click Next. Click I Agree. Select All users, and then click N  ext.
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5. (Optional) If you’ve already installed Python, you can clear that checkmark.
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6. Click Install. 7. After Google Cloud SDK is installed, click N  ext and then click F  inish. Keep the last two options checked so that you can easily start using gsutil.
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A terminal window opens and asks you to log in.



1. Type Y and then press Enter.
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2. Sign into your Google account and grant it access. (To use Internet Explorer, you must disable Enhanced Security Configuration in Server Manager). After you log in, you are authenticated and the command-line tool is notified.



3. Type the name of your project and then press Enter. 4. Type Y   to configure Compute Engine.



5. Type your zone’s numeric value, or type 1  9 if you don’t want to set a default zone.
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6. Type your region’s numeric value, or 7 if you don’t want to set a default region. You are ready to use gsutil.



Synchronize the backup folders with Rsync 1. To see a list of the files in the storage bucket, use g  sutil ls .



2. To copy the contents of a folder, use g  sutil rsync . (Rsync is a utility for keeping files in sync across different systems.)



You must push files without having to manually authenticate, so you set up a service account to authenticate. 1. In the Google Cloud Platform Console, click Manage project settings in the project box.
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2. Click Service accounts. You can create a new service account or use an existing one. 3. For the service account, at the right side of the page, click the dots and then select Create key. 4. Select JSON for the K  ey type, and then click C  reate. The file is downloaded to the computer you are using to access the Google Cloud Platform console. 5. Copy the file to the primary server and then run gcloud auth activate-service-account , passing in the service account and JSON file. gcloud auth activate-service-account [email protected] --key-file C:\Temp\Always-On-Availability-Group-0e2476b69c5e.json



6. Run gsutil rsync  to create the folders and copy the initial set of files. gsutil rsync -d -r D:\MSSQL\Backup gs://log_shipping
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Automate Rsync with a SQL Server agent job 1. Create a job to push the LOG backups to the storage bucket.
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2. For the job step, use Operating system (CmdExec) as the Type. Add the gsutil command and then click OK. "C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" rsync -d -r D:\MSSQL\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\LOG\ gs://log_shipping/SQL2016PROD1A/LogShipMe/LOG/
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3. Click OK to create the job. 4. Add a job step to the LOG backup job and add an s  p_start_job  command to start the job that you just created. EXEC sp_start_job @job_name = 'Sync LOG Backups to the Cloud'
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5. On the Advanced page, change the O  n success action to Quit the job reporting success, and then click OK. 6. Modify the first job step’s O  n success action to Go to the next step and then click O  K. 7. Click OK to complete modifying the L  OG backup job. Repeat this process for the FULL backups and D  IFF backups if applicable. 1. 2. 3. 4.



Create a job to run the gsutil rsync  command with no schedule. Modify the backup job to add a new step to start the just-created job. Modify the On success action for both job steps. Test the backup jobs. You can use gsutil ls  to see which files and folders are now in the cloud:
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gsutil ls gs://log_shipping/SQL2016PROD1A/LogShipMe/FULL gsutil ls gs://log_shipping/SQL2016PROD1A/LogShipMe/LOG



Ship backups from a backup share server This example looks at setup when the backups aren’t stored locally, but on a network share. 1. Use RDP to connect to the backup share server and log in with a service account. 2. Install Google Cloud SDK on the server with the backup share. 3. Test that gsutil is working properly: gsutil ls gs://log_shipping



Automate Rsync with Task Scheduler Suppose you’re backing up to a network share hosted on a Windows computer, instead of locally on the SQL Server. 1. Either run through the above setup steps on the Windows computer, or copy the JSON file from the primary server to the backup share server and then run g  cloud auth activate-service-account. gcloud auth activate-service-account [email protected] --key-file C:\Temp\Always-On-Availability-Group-0e2476b69c5e.json
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2. Create a job to run gsutil rsync  on a schedule. Note: This example demonstrates using Task Scheduler, because the backup share server might not have SQL Server installed. 3. Right-click Task Scheduler and select Create Task.



4. In the Create Task dialog, give the job a name. Have it use a service account that doesn’t need to be logged in, and have it run with the highest privileges.
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5. On the Triggers tab, click New. 6. In the New Trigger dialog, set the task to run with the same frequency as the backup job that runs Indefinitely and then click O  K.
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Tip: The Details column is a little confusing because it shows that the task will run at 9:01pm, but it’s really going to run every 5 minutes as long as it’s past 1/13/2017 at 9:01pm.
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7. On the Actions tab, click New. 8. Put g  sutil.cmd  and its path into the P  rogram/script field, and then the rest of the command into the arguments field. 9. Copy the path without the double quotes, without the filename and without the final backslash into the Start in field, and then click O  K. ○ Program/script: "C:\Program Files (x86)\ Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" ○ Arguments: rsync -d -r D:\Backups\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\LOG\ gs://log_shipping/SQL2016PROD1A/LogShipMe/LOG/ ○ Start in: C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin
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10. Click OK to create the job.
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11. Type the service account’s password and then click O  K.



12. Click OK again if you get a message regarding the L  og on as batch job rights.
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13. If you did get that message, open L  ocal Security Policy and navigate to L  ocal Policies\User Rights Assignment. Double-click L  og on as a batch job and add the service account.



Repeat this process for the FULL backup copy job and the D  IFF backup copy job if applicable, making sure to change the paths in the command arguments and the schedule.



Next steps before going into production If you plan to implement this disaster recovery solution in your production environment, consider the following. ● Monitoring the storage bucket and your local folder to know when they’re out of sync. ● Monitor network utilization and copy job times -- so you know if you’re suddenly falling behind, and file copies are taking too long. ● Trend backup sizes to know when you may run into problems with your network bandwidth - before it actually happens.
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This sounds like a lot of traditional systems administration work -- and it is. If you plan to use Google Compute Engine as your disaster recovery site for SQL Server, you will probably use it for other applications too. Use one standard set of sysadmin techniques to accomplish the monitoring & trending tasks, and use those across all of your applications. Backing up to a file share, and then letting that file server synchronize the file share up to your storage bucket, is another way to use a standard process to simplify your system. You can set up file shares for many applications, and then let the sysadmins manage all of your disaster recovery file sync work in one place.



Failing over to Compute Engine This section simulates a disaster where you want to bring up a new server in Compute Engine and restore the database using the files in the storage bucket. T  his example uses SQL Server 2016 on Windows 2016 with a 200 GB SSD. (Smaller boot drives run the risk of filling up due to Windows Updates.)



Create a VM using the UI 1. 2. 3. 4.



Open the Google Cloud Platform Console. Select Compute Engine in the Resources b  ox. Click Create instance. In the Create instance dialog, give your VM a name, s pecify which zone it should be in and select the type of machine you want. Tip: For Zone, build your SQL Server in the same zone that your storage bucket is in to maximize file copy throughput and get back online faster.



5. Change Boot disk to a custom image by clicking C  hange a  nd then either O  S images or Custom images, depending on your licensing.
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6. In the same screen, configure the type and size of your SSD:



7. Expand Management, disk, networking, SSH keys, and then select N  etworking. On the Networking tab, do the following: ○ Specify the Network y ou created. ○ Specify which S  ubnetwork t his VM should be in. ○ Use a custom unused I nternal IP address with no E  xternal IP. (You won’t expose this SQL Server to the Internet.)
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○



Enable IP forwarding.



8. Click Create to create the instance.



Create a VM using the command line Use Google Cloud Shell to run the commands. The shell is available in the top right corner of the page, or you can run it locally by installing the G  oogle Cloud SDK.



1. Create a disk and a Windows image with g  uestOSFeatures e  nabled. gcloud compute disks create windows-server-2016-disk --size 200 --zone us-central1-f --type pd-ssd --image /windows-cloud/windows-server-2016-dc-v20161213
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gcloud alpha compute images create windows-server-2016 --source-disk windows-server-2016-disk --source-disk-zone us-central1-f --guest-os-features MULTI_IP_SUBNET 2. Create the VM using the image you just created. gcloud compute instances create bou-sql1 --machine-type n1-standard-4 --boot-disk-type pd-ssd --boot-disk-size 200GB --image windows-server-2016 --zone us-central1-f --subnet wsfcsubnet1 --private-network-ip=10.0.0.4 --can-ip-forward



Connect to the VM 1. Create a local user and then use RDP to connect to the VM.
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2. To use RDP to connect a VM, you first download the RDP file and then use that to connect. (Mac users can open this file with the free M  icrosoft Remote Desktop app from the Mac App Store.)



Note: If you restart the server, you must download a new file, because the external IP address will have changed. 3. Double-click the downloaded RDP file and use the local account you created to connect.



Configure the VM 1. 2. 3. 4.



Use RDP to connect to the VM. Update all components to the latest version, such as .NET Framework. Install SQL Server. Add logins, jobs, and anything else that is not stored inside the user database. Tip: You may want to automate creating scripts for those and push them to the storage bucket too. 5. Install Google Cloud SDK as we described earlier in the white paper. 6. Create a folder for the files that will be downloaded. D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\



7. Download the files from the storage bucket. Use the -m option to download the files in parallel, since you might be downloading a lot of files. gsutil -m rsync -d -r gs://log_shipping/SQL2016PROD1A D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\
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Restore the database Next, you create the DatabaseRestore  stored procedure, which you will use to restore the database. DatabaseRestore was originally written by Greg White, who used Greg Robidoux’s base code from an article on MSSQLTips. It assumes you are using Ola Hallengren’s DatabaseBackup stored procedure for your backups. It could be rewritten to handle other backup solutions though. Note: DatabaseResto re might fail if you are not using SQL Server 2016, because extra columns were added to @Headers  and @FileListParameters. This example uses Greg White’s code with the following changes: ● Removed code that assumed that the FULL backups are copy-only backups. ● Removed @BackupPath  parameter and added @  BackupPathFull  and @BackupPathLog,  in case the files are stored in different base paths. ● Removed @LogToTable  parameter.
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● ● ●



●



●



●



Added @RunReco very and @  ContinueLogs  in case you need to restore more LOG backups. Changed the data types of the input parameters to match system data types or to use the smallest data type. Added columns to the table variables that store the output of R  ESTORE FILELISTONLY and RESTORE HEADERONLY, because SQL Server 2016 has more columns in the output. Added code to read the LSN information from the LOG backup and compare it to the LSN from the newest FULL backup so that it doesn’t fail when it tries to restore a LOG backup that is too early. Added code to read the LSN information from the restored database and compare it to the LSN from the LOG backups when @  ContinueLogs = 1, so that it can determine which LOG file to restore, and not throw an error for LOG backups that were already restored. Used consistent casing for variables.



Parameter reference Parameter



Description



@Database NVARCHAR(128)



Name of the source database.



@RestoreDatabaseName NVARCHAR(128), default=NULL



Name of the restored database. You can leave this off or set to NULL if the restored name will be the source database’s name.



@BackupPathFull NVARCHAR(MAX)



Full path with ending backslash where the FULL backups are stored.



@BackupPathLog NVARCHAR(MAX)



Full path with ending backslash where the LOG backups are stored.



@MoveFiles BIT, default=0



Whether or not you want to use a different location for the database files than what was used on the source server. Leave off or set to 0 if using the same path as the source.



@MoveDataDrive NVARCHAR(260), default=NULL



New location for the data file(s), used when @MoveFiles=1.
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@MoveLogDrive NVARCHAR(260), default=NULL



new location for the log file, used when @MoveFiles=1.



@TestRestore BIT, default=0



Whether or not you are testing restores, if set to 1 then it drops the database at the end



@RunCheckDB BIT, default=0



Whether or not you want it to run DBCC CHECKDB after the restore, it assumes you are using Ola Hallengren’s DatabaseIntegrityCheck stored procedure



@ContinueLogs, default=0



Whether or not you continue to restore logs after the database has already been restored without recovering it.



@RunRecovery BIT, default=0



Whether or not to recover the database. (RESTORE DATABASE WITH RECOVERY so that it is now usable.)



1. If all the files are downloaded, execute D  atabaseRestore  to restore the database up to the last downloaded LOG backup, and then skip down to where it says “The database is now ready for production usage.” EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\LOG\', @ContinueLogs = 0, @RunRecovery = 1;



2. (Optional) If instead the FULL backup and only some of the LOG files are downloaded, you can get started on the restore, by executing the procedure with @RunRecovery=0: EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\LOG\',
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@ContinueLogs = 0, @RunRecovery = 0; 3. (Optional) If more files are downloaded but there are still more to download, execute the procedure again, but with @ContinueLogs=1. EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\LOG\', @ContinueLogs = 1, @RunRecovery = 0; 4. (Optional) When the last of the files are downloaded, execute the procedure a final time with @ContinueLogs=1 and @RunRecovery=1 . EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\Backup\SQL2016PROD1A\LogShipMe\LOG\', @ContinueLogs = 1, @RunRecovery = 1; The database is now ready for production use. 5. Set up jobs to copy the backup files into the storage bucket. "C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" rsync -d -r D:\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\FULL\ gs://log_shipping/BOU-SQL1/LogShipMe/FULL/ "C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" rsync -d -r D:\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\LOG\ gs://log_shipping/BOU-SQL1/LogShipMe/LOG/
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Failing back to the primary server When you are ready to fail back to the primary server, you can failback with minimal downtime. Because you set up the two jobs at the end of the last section, the backups for the VM are already being copied to the storage bucket, so you can start downloading the backups and restoring the database on the primary server. 1. Create the folders on the primary server where the backups will be downloaded to. D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\



2. Download the FULL backup and all of the LOG backups thus far. "C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" -m rsync -d -r gs://log_shipping/BOU-SQL1/LogShipMe/ D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\ 3. Create the DatabaseRestore  stored procedure on the primary server and then run it to start restoring the database without recovering it. EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\LOG\', @ContinueLogs = 0, @RunRecovery = 0;
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4. Leading up to the maintenance window, continue downloading the backups and running DatabaseRestore  to catch up on any LOG backups that have not yet been restored on the primary server. "C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" -m rsync -d -r gs://log_shipping/BOU-SQL1/LogShipMe/LOG/ D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\LOG\
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EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\LOG\', @ContinueLogs = 1, @RunRecovery = 0;
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5. After the maintenance window has started, on the Compute Engine VM run the L  OG backup job and then run the copy to the cloud job. 6. Download the latest backups on the primary server and then restore them with recovery. "C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Cloud SDK\google-cloud-sdk\bin\gsutil.cmd" -m rsync -d -r gs://log_shipping/BOU-SQL1/LogShipMe/LOG/ D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\LOG\
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EXEC dbo.DatabaseRestore @Database = 'LogShipMe', @BackupPathFull = 'D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\FULL\', @BackupPathLog = 'D:\MSSQL\Backup\BOU-SQL1\LogShipMe\LOG\', @ContinueLogs = 1, @RunRecovery = 1;
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The database is now ready for production usage on the primary server. After your testing is done, make sure you are still copying backups from the primary server into the storage bucket, and then delete the Compute Engine VM, which you can easily do in the Compute Engine UI.
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Recap and what to consider next In this white paper, you learned: ● How to set up a storage bucket in Google Cloud Storage. ● How to sync your backups up to that storage bucket. ● When disaster strikes, how to build a SQL Server and restore your backups using a cool no charge open source script. ● How to migrate back down on-premises after the disaster goes away. Like old-school transaction log shipping, this approach puts a good copy of your backups in another location. It’s cost effective, because you don’t have to have a SQL Server up and running all the time in the cloud, restoring your backups. If you want to be able to react to disaster faster and have less risk of downtime, consider: Using Log Shipping 1.0. Build the SQL Server up in Compute Engine, and then leave it running full time, restoring your log backups as they show up in your storage bucket. This can be dramatically more expensive, especially if your licensing doesn’t give you the ability to run a no charge SQL Server instance up in Compute Engine. It does reduce your downtime during a failover. Scripting the stand-up process. Use tools like PowerShell to automate standing up an entire SQL Server with your exact configuration requirements and kicking off the restore process. Depending on the size of your backups, you might be able to get this down to a matter of minutes. If you were really ambitious, you could integrate this with a cloud-based monitoring system to watch your on-premises environment, and if it ran into problems, automatically trigger your build-the-DR-site scripts. Using a different HA/DR technology. SQL Server’s asynchronous database mirroring and Always On Availability Groups are options in the cloud, too. Your primary SQL Server could be continuously streaming your delete/update/insert operations up to a hot standby in the cloud. Of course, the more ambitious you get with this, the more expensive it can get — both in terms of 24/7 running cloud VMs, and also the sysadmin hours required to maintain the solution.
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